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Meta-tracing JITs

**FL Interpreter**

```python
pc = 0; stack = []
vars = {...}
while True:
    if control_point(pc):
        continue
    instr = load_instruction(pc)
    if instr == INSTR_VAR_GET:
        stack.push(
            vars[read_var_name_from_instruction()]
        )
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_VAR_SET:
        vars[read_var_name_from_instruction()] = stack.pop()
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_INT:
        stack.push(read_int_from_instruction())
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_LESS_THAN:
        rhs = stack.pop()
        lhs = stack.pop()
        if isinstance(lhs, int) and isinstance(rhs, int):
            if lhs < rhs:
                stack.push(True)
                pc += 1
            else:
                pc += 1
        else: ...
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_IF:
        result = stack.pop()
        if result == True:
            pc += 1
        else:
            pc += read_jump_if_instruction()
    elif instr == INSTR_ADD:
        lhs = stack.pop()
        rhs = stack.pop()
        if isinstance(lhs, int) and isinstance(rhs, int):
            stack.push(lhs + rhs)
            pc += 1
        else: ...
        pc += 1
```
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**FL Interpreter**

```python
cp = 0; stack = []
vars = {...}
while True:
    if control_point(pc):
        continue
    instr = load_instruction(pc)
    if instr == INSTR_VAR_GET:
        stack.push(vars[read_var_name_from_instruction()])
        pc += 1
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        pc += 1
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        lhs = stack.pop()
        if isinstance(lhs, int) and isinstance(rhs, int):
            if lhs < rhs:
                stack.push(True)
            else:
                stack.push(False)
        else:
            ...  # elsewhere
        pc += 1
```

**User program (lang FL)**

```python
if x < 0:
    x = x + 1
else:
    x = x + 2
x = x + 3
```
**FL Interpreter**

```python
pc = 0; stack = []
vars = {...}
while True:
    if control_point(pc):
        continue
    instr = load_instruction(pc)
    if instr == INSTR_VAR_GET:
        stack.push(vars[read_var_name_from_instruction()])
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_VAR_SET:
        vars[read_var_name_from_instruction()] = stack.pop()
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_INT:
        stack.push(read_int_from_instruction())
        pc += 1
    elif instr == INSTR_LESS_THAN:
        rhs = stack.pop()
        lhs = stack.pop()
        if isinstance(lhs, int) and isinstance(rhs, int):
            if lhs < rhs:
                stack.push(True)
            else:
                stack.push(False)
        else: ...
        pc += 1
```

**Initial trace**

```python
v0 = <pc>
v1 = <stack>
v2 = <vars>
v3 = load_instruction(v0)
guard_eq(v3, INSTR_VAR_GET)
v4 = dict_get(v2, "x")
list_append(v1, v4)
v5 = add(v0, 1)
v6 = load_instruction(v5)
guard_eq(v6, INSTR_INT)
list_append(v1, 0)
v7 = add(v5, 1)
v8 = load_instruction(v7)
guard_eq(v8, INSTR_LESS_THAN)
v9 = list_pop(v1)
v10 = list_pop(v1)
guard_type(v9, int)
guard_type(v10, int)
guard_not_less_than(v9, v10)
list_append(v1, False)
v11 = add(v7, 1)
v12 = load_instruction(v11)
guard_eq(v12, INSTR_IF)
v13 = list_pop(v1)
guard_false(v13)
...
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**UnsafeCell:**
Language reference: “**Warning:** The following list is not exhaustive. There is no formal model of Rust’s semantics for what is and is not allowed in unsafe code, so there may be more behavior considered unsafe. The following list is just what we know for sure is undefined behavior.”

UnsafeCell: “The precise Rust aliasing rules are somewhat in flux, but the main points are not contentious”
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  JIT
while {
    if x < 0 {
        x = y + z;
    }
    print(x);
}
#[interp_step]

fn interp(st: &mut InterpCtx) {
    if st.x < 0 {
        st.x = st.y + st.z;
    }
    print(st.x);
}
MIR

bb0: {
    StorageLive(_2);
    StorageLive(_3);
    _3 = ((*_1).0: isize);
    _2 = Lt(move _3, const 0_isize);
    StorageDead(_3);
    switchInt(_2) -> [false: bb1, otherwise: bb2];
}

bb1: {
    goto -> bb4;
}

bb2: {
    StorageLive(_4);
    _4 = ((*_1).1: isize);
    StorageLive(_5);
    _5 = ((*_1).2: isize);
    _6 = CheckedAdd(_4, _5);
    assert(!move (_6.1: bool), "attempt to compute '{} + {}', which would overflow", move _4, move _5) -> bb3;
}

bb3: {
    ((*_1).0: isize) = move (_6.0: isize);
    StorageDead(_5);
    StorageDead(_4);
    goto -> bb4;
}

...
SIR

bb0:
$2 = *$1
$3 = $2 < 0isize
$4 = $3
switch_int $4, [0], [1], 2

bb1:
goto bb4

bb2:
$5 = *($1)+8
$6 = *($1)+16
$7 = $5 + $6 (checked)
$8 = $7
assert $8+8, 3

bb3:
*$1 = $8
goto bb4

bb4:
$9 = *$1
$10 = call print($9) -> bb5

bb5:
$0 = ()
return
$2 = *$1
$3 = $2 < isize
dead($2)
$4 = $3
dead($3)
guard($4, other_integer([0]), <interp, 0>, [])
dead($4)
$5 = +($1)+8
$6 = +($1)+16
$7 = $5 + $6 (checked)
dead($5)
dead($6)
$8 = $7
dead($7)
guard($8+8, bool(false), <interp, 2>, [$8])
*$1 = $8
dead($8)
$9 = *$1
$10 = call(print, [$9])
dead($10)
dead($9)
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Thanks for listening

https://github.com/softdevteam/ykrustc/wiki